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As a Manifestor, it's important to understand what to do when you are feeling your
not-self theme, which is anger.

Or if something doesn't work when you launch it to your audience, if we're talking
about business.

How do you get yourself back on track?

It starts with getting to your satisfaction state as quickly as possible, which for you, is a
feeling of peace.

And if you have emotional authority, you'll also want to achieve calmness before you
can step into problem solving mode.

💎 RESOURCE: Mindfulness J.S.T. practice

Once you are in a state of peace and calmness, then

you can start to problem-solve using the following

prompts...

💎 Struggling with your strategy, aka "to inform"?

Use these prompts/suggestions to help you get unstuck:

👉 What if you simply said "I'm about to do xyz and I'm letting you know as I won't be

available for abc time." This works well with friends and family.

👉 In business, giving your audience a heads up on any marketing or launches you've

got coming will always work.

Launching a new offer? Give them a sneak peek! Share a quick video of what you've got

planned and post it on social media or share with your email list.

Planning a flash sale? Let them know when and for how long. You could use a graphic

that says things like "news flash" or "coming soon"

Do what feels fun!
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Use this space for journaling if you need it:
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💎 Are you a perfectionist? Do you struggle to get your offers out

there because things aren't 'quite perfect'?

Use these prompts/suggestions to help you move forward:

👉 How can you reconnect with your untameable spirit and break a few rules?

👉 Where can you give yourself more permission to take opportunities and risks?

👉 Where are you playing small?

And use this as your mantra "Done is better than perfect!"

Use this space for journaling if you need it:
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💎 "I have lots of ideas but don't have the energy to see them

through. Or if I do manage to finish them by working on them a little

at a time, the excitement has worn off and I'm not jazzed and

confident about promoting them"

 Sound like you? Try these prompts/suggestions to help you move forward:

👉 You're not always meant to finish the things you start! If it's part of your business

and you're determined to bring it to life, find a VA (preferably a generator or MG) who

can finish the project for you and then create a funnel to sell it. Then you simply move

onto the next project that you're excited to do!

👉 You don't have to look at things systematically or complete them in a systematic

way. What if you simply stepped back and simply asked yourself "how can I do this in a

way that feels fun and easy for me?"

👉 Where can you build rest into your day to ensure you protect your energy?

Remember, there is no right or wrong way to create an online business that's easy and

fun... there's only YOUR way, whatever that feels like for you.

Use this space for journaling if you need it:
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💎 And here are some general prompts to help you when you're just

feeling out of sorts, or you're feeling your not-self theme of anger:

 👉 Who are you when no one is watching?

 👉 How can you build play and adventure into your life more?

 👉 How can you initiate more change in the world or your life?

 👉 Where can you give yourself more permission to take opportunities and risks?

 👉 Where are you playing small?

 👉 Where can you build rest into your day to ensure you protect your energy?

Use this space for journaling if you need it:
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